RTR HO RTC 20,900 Gallon
General Service Tank Car

**PEMEX**
ATH15938  PMEX #5059  Era: 2000s+
ATH15939  PMEX #5075  Era: 2000s+
ATH15940  PMEX #5110  Era: 2000s+
Placarded 1202 for gas oil or diesel fuel

**TLDX**
ATH15941  TLDX #120038  Era: 2000s+
ATH15942  TLDX #120040  Era: 2000s+
ATH15943  TLDX #120043  Era: 2000s+
Placarded 2048 for Dicyclopentadiene

**Santa Fe**
ATH15944  ATSF #98477  Era: 1974+
ATH15945  ATSF #98482  Era: 1974+
ATH15946  ATSF #98494  Era: 1974+
Placarded 1993 for Class 3 flammable liquids, n.o.s.

**CELX**
ATH15947  CELX #11248  Era: 2006+
ATH15948  CELX #11251  Era: 2006+
ATH15949  CELX #11260  Era: 2006+
Placarded 1173 for Ethyl Acetate

**Burlington Northern Santa Fe**
ATH15950  BNSF #880031  Era: 2000s+
ATH15951  BNSF #880068  Era: 2000s+
ATH15952  BNSF #880076  Era: 2000s+
Placarded 1993 for Class 3 flammable liquids, n.o.s

**MODEL FEATURES:**
- Separately applied brake wheel and ladders
- 100-ton Roller Bearing trucks with 36” wheels
- Body-mounted McHenry® operating scale knuckle couplers
- Fully assembled and ready-to-run
- Highly-detailed, injection molded body
- Painted and printed for realistic decoration
- Weighted for optimum performance
- Machined metal wheels with RP25 contours
- Minimum radius: ’18”

**PROTOTYPE AND BACKGROUND INFO:**
Richmond Tank Car was based out of Sheldon, Texas, and began operation in 1962. As a car builder RTC constructed tank cars for multiple railroads and leasing companies.

**$49.99 INDIVIDUAL**
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